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Early this year, Rachel decided to go to the Scorpion Nationals in 
Weymouth, as she was taking a week off to go sailing I decided that I 
would too. I spoke to my Millennium Cruise crew, Dave Maynard and 
he was keen. Our Aim was to sail to Alderney then on to Sark and 
then back to Castle Cove SC.
So we set to work planning the sail, Dave sorting out a passage plan 
and me sorting out the boat and logistics and hopefully company. 
Having spoken to a number of Wayfarer friends lots were keen to 
crew but not helm eventually Bob Mellor said he would come with 
Bob Tarn as crew (Bob Tarn sailed across the North Sea in a Wayfarer 
2 years ago).
Monday July 22nd
Bob Mellor rings to withdraw due to an injured knee, I ring Bob Tarn 
to ask if he would like to come with Dave and me, he agrees.
Friday July 26th
Dave and Bob arrive at my house to tow “Miss Quinn” as I have to 
tow our caravan. We arrive at the campsite at 1am.
Saturday 27th
Up at 7am to pitch camp properly. Rachel and Tom go down to the 
Sailing Club to register we follow with “Miss Quinn” to meet  Nick 
Browning a Wayfarer from Castle Cove SC who is helping us with 
launching, mooring, etc (Without the help of Nick and Castle Cove SC, 
life would have been much more difficult). We put the boat together 
and load some of the kit required, Bob and I sail her round to a 
mooring buoy that Nick has made available. Nick and Dave are on the 
jetty trying to give us instructions as to which one is to be ours. 
Eventually we get moored and the water taxi takes us ashore. At 
about 4pm we move “Miss Quinn” to the jetty with enough warps to 
allow for the tide, we need to leave just after low water in the 
morning.

Sunday 28th
The alarm wakes the 3 of us at 0330 we try to be as quiet as possible; 
the wind looks a bit light, (we need to be able to sail at a minimum of 
3Kts) load the car and set off for the jetty. Having loaded the boat 
with all our kit we cast off at 0500 and sail out of the Northern 
entrance. Once out in the bay the wind is not much better, at 0630 
having only sailed about 4.5 miles I decide to abort the trip and we 
sail back in the Eastern entrance, as we do the wind goes completely 
and we have to motor back to the jetty. We unload and repack the 
car. The club house is now open so we cheer our selves up with a 
couple of bacon cobs. In the afternoon we take the boat out to watch 
the Scorpions racing and retrace our sail of the morning. “Miss Quinn” 
goes back to her mooring and I tell Bob & Dave that Monday we will 
not sail but have a day off.



Monday 29th
Spend the day playing holiday makers and watching the weather 
forecasts.
Tuesday 30th
 Up at 0400 and a repeat of Sunday until we get out of the harbour 
when this time there is WIND.
0545 We depart CCSC.
0620 Through the Eastern entrance we set course south doing 5.4 
knots, Genoa, Full Main, Wind W2.  As we get into the shelter of 
Portland Bill the wind and speed drop and we wallow in the soft 
waves, I suggest that we harden up a little to get us out of the lee 
quicker and the others agree.
0745 West Shambles Buoy 3.6 knots Wind N1
0800 Just south of the West Shambles cardinal mark speed 3.5knots, 
lots of Yachts going round the Bill into Lyme Bay.
1000 N50-17.9230` W002-23.9380̀  The speed is up to almost 5knots 
as the wind picks up a little, we put the spinnaker up for about an 
hour, it would be nice to fly it some more but we need to watch for 
shipping. 
1200 N50-12.5130`W002-16.7470`Hove Too for lunch, Bob needs to 
be fed regularly

1400 Wind freshening so we take down the Genoa and put up the jib.
In the Traffic Separation Zone now and there is much less shipping 
than we have anticipated. Speed still around 5knots but we are not 
working hard, life is very good.  We seem to be taking on water not a 
worrying amount more a mild concern; the bilge pump removes it 
very quickly.
1500 About half way through the zone, speed still good, sailing still 
well. We have a Warship off the Starboard side that is going fast then 
slow, Bob says it’s probably hunting a submarine.



 
Dave at the helm

1600 Out of the zone Dave is helming and having a super time 
surfing the boat off the waves the wind is about F4 the seas are 
bigger but not of concern.

1615 N49-51.6570` W002-13.4690 LAND HO. Alderney sighted.

Land Ho!



1630 Sail trough large diesel oil slick near the eastbound lane of the 
Casquets TSS.
1800 We have done 12 miles in 2hours, Alderney is filling the 
horizon. Bob is cold and I’m concerned, we do what we can to give 
him shelter. I am aiming “Miss Quinn” at Chateau  L’Etoc zoned light 
until we can see inside the Harbour as Braye Breakwater has a reef 
500Mts long at the end.
1850 As the Harbour opens out we can sail in. Dave radios the 
Harbour Master “This is the Red Sailed Wayfarer Dinghy where would 
you like us to moor” the Harbour Master launch is along side quickly, 
points us where to go and takes Bob ashore. We pick up a mooring 
and tidy up, take down the Ensign, put on her cover and radio for a 
taxi which arrives promptly. Once ashore I go to the Harbour Master’s 
office to fill in our customs form and to pay for the mooring. The 
Harbour Master comments that they don’t have many boats from 
inland sailing clubs visiting, and says there would not be a charge for 
the mooring. I join the others in the bar of Alderney Sailing Club 
where they sort out a B/B for us, one of the members then takes us to 
the guest house and goes on to a nearby Hotel to ask them to stay 
open late for us!!
We eat very well and then retire for a well earned sleep.

Wednesday 31st
Up at 0830 to a full English breakfast and then we start to work out 
how to fix the boat and return to England. Sark will have to wait for 
another time. The forecast is not good wind F3 from the North moving 
to the NE. We decide that we will probably have to sail to Guernsey 
and take “Miss Quinn” back on the ferry, (we have made plans for 
this eventuality) but first we need to buy an Alderney flag and see if 
we can fix the leak.  Dave suspects it’s the bailer so we try to buy 
one, there are none on the island but the sailing club has an old one 
we can have and if it is the wrong size we can take one off a training 
boat. Having sorted the spares and some better clothing for Bob we 
become holiday makers whilst we wait for the tide.  It is very warm 
and sunny so we hire a Mini Moke, no doors or roof, and drive round 
the island it takes about 25 minutes; we also inspect some of the 
fortifications left by the Germans during the war.  The amount of 
concrete laid is most impressive, whereas the monument to the slave 
labourers who died laying it is very poignant and moving.  We then 
partake of an enormous lunch at the Old Barn before returning to the 
Harbour.
 I check the forecast, Southerly F2 increasing F3/4 SE after dawn.
It is a go we can beach the boat and fix the bailer 2 hours before low 
water then launch 2hours after and catch the northerly tide. We tell 
the Harbour Master our plans.
1500 I take the Taxi out to “Miss Quinn” put up the Alderney flag



“Miss Quinn” with flags in Braye Harbour
 and then motor over to the beach where Dave and Bob are waiting. 
We let her dry out, then empty her and careen her to discover that 
the bailer is bent. Having made our repairs we put her upright again 
and return to the Sailing club for a drink and to prepare.

Three men and a little Lady

A full boat



Bob guards “Miss Quinn”

How much stuff can come out of this boat?

Having made our repairs we put her upright again and return to the 
Sailing club for a drink and to prepare.
1900 We sat drinking coffee at the Sea View Hotel watching and 
waiting for “Miss Quinn” to float.
2000 I walk down to check her and as I approach she floats and 
gently starts to move away I catch her and call to the others, we hoist 
sail and gently run out of the harbour, clearing the entrance at 
2030.Wind SW2-3 Full Main and Jib

2104 As we settle into the return sail, a RIB is sighted leaving Braye 
at great speed, I warn Bob that it’s coming up behind him, but 



100mtrs off it stops and moves towards our transom then along side 
and a young lady stands up with a tray and 3 Budweiser’s “A parting 
gift from Alderney Sailing Club” we accept and wave as they return. 
Bob and Dave enjoy theirs; I drink a little and pass the rest to 
Neptune.
2115 We put on “Miss Quinn’s” Mast head light and lower the 
Burgee, it snags on the Radar Reflector half way down.
As dusk settles it is very difficult to steer.   It’s too dark to see the 
compass but not dark enough to steer by the stars.  I am helming, to 
stay on course I picking a cloud while Bob lines up Venus with a 
shroud; Dave takes back bearings on Braye Light.  We plan to do 1 
hour each but the concentration required makes it more sensible to 
do 1/2 hour watches instead.
Bob has done some night sailing before but Dave and I have only 
sailed at night by accident.
2152 N49-51.9270`W 002-19.9090̀ the wind freshens and backs 
slightly so we put in our one and only Gybe
2315 At Bob’s suggestion we furl the Jib to increase visibility and put 
on the Gybe preventer

Bob off watch
2330 We put a reef in to keep the boat quiet and make it possible for 
one of us to sleep.  As we finish the reef a light is seen below the 
horizon, after checking the chart we discover that we are seeing the 
bloom from Portland Bill Lighthouse. It has a range of 25 miles but 
because of the cloud cover we can see it at 40!! Suddenly helming is 
much easier and we settle into our watch system. We spend the night 
taking bearings of the ships lights that we can see as we cross the 
TSZ. There are about 36 ships but only 3 come close enough for us to 
illuminate the sails, and we only see 2 sets of Port and Starboard 
lights as we cross about 2 miles in front of them.  Bob and Dave get 
about an hours sleep. Whilst Dave is sleeping Bob and I hear an 
engine in the distance but can see no lights, then we realise it is Dave 
snoring. The stars are wonderful; the sea is smooth only disturbed by 
the gentle wake of “Miss Quinn” sailing along at around 3 Kts. 
0400 N 50-10.6630`W002-14.0680̀  it is just beginning to get light 
and the wind is up a little
0430 Bob gets out the jib and I remove the preventer.



Dawn

0500  Sunrise, we Heave Too for a break and a cuppa, now it’s light 
we can no longer see Portland Light and the coast is somewhere 
amongst the low cloud.
0515 N50-15.3070`W002.16.9700 We resume sailing and take out 
the reef at 0530. The wind is now just F3 and we are bowling along 
nicely, the sea is a little lumpier but we can surf off the waves.

Portland Bill

0615 N50-19.1520`W002-18.8670`Land Ho, we can see Portland Bill 
and Bob is surfing the waves at 4 to 5 knots.  Dave’s GPS gives an 
ETA of 1118 so we try to reduce it. Bob gets it down to 1100 then 
Dave takes over and gets it down further helped by an increase in the 
wind, now a F4. 
0900 Steaming along now getting almost 8knots as we surf off the 
waves but the sea is getting much lumpier as we get nearer to the 
land and the helm has to concentrate hard.



0945 Just inside Weymouth Bay the seas are quite large 1.5 - 2 
Metres and confused, wind now F4+. Our fatigue is shown by the fact 
that I sail towards the Southern entrance before remembering that it 
has a chain across. 
1030 We reach down the bay and as we approach the Eastern 
entrance I can see the Scorpion fleet coming out of the Northern, I 
contemplate going down and giving Rachel and Tom a wave but we 
need the shelter and it’s not worth the risk, we have all been up for 
26+ hours. We tack round rather than Gybe.
1040 “Miss Quinn” enters Portland harbour, shelter and safety. Dave 
informs the Coast Guard and asks them to pass the message to 
Braye.  I ware round again and we sail towards Castle Cove.  We pick 
up a mooring to drop the main and put fenders in place for the jetty. 
I sail the boat over on jib alone and we tie up, get out the kit, put on 
the cover and make our way slowly to the club house.
1200 Clean and with loads of coffee inside I return to the beach to 
await Rachel & Tom. Dave and Bob retire to the campsite for a well 
earned rest.
Friday August 1st 
Dave and Bob sneak off early allowing me a lie-in. We agree to meet 
at the club around 10ish. They arrive very promptly all packed and 
with the trailer and trolley in tow. I sail “Miss Quinn” round to the slip 
and we quickly change her into trailer mode. None of us can believe 
that we sailed to Alderney and back, it’s like a dream. We say our 
good byes and they are off.
(Dave was to return the boat to NCSC as I am staying till Saturday).

 My thanks to Dave and Bob for their patience, understanding 
general good humour and for putting up with me for HOURS on end.
Our thanks to:
 Nick Browning for all the effort he put in to helping us.
 Castle Cove SC and Alderney SC for their assistance and help and 
especially the friendliness of all of the members.
Special Thanks
To my wife Rachel and son Thomas for going to the Scorpion 
Nationals and thereby giving us a date on which to plan.


